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USC graduate.
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our future. This is especially so °Pa
in a college setting.
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for their student publication. j
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ensure all people that The lv
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this publication. We under- that a
d that being student journal- proble
doesn't give us the right to proble
<e mistakes that can be We
ided. The law states that stu- Clintc
t journalists are just as future
>onsible as journalists workinthe "big time." There will
io room for incompetent mis- rnmmmm
:s.
Ve have re-tooled the
wpoint section of die newser,and hopefully, it will be
re pleasing to the eye. The
orials and columns will covnoreaspects of USC and the
al community, and strong p
[lions will still be a mainstay.

Editc
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d days in the next two weeks. New
have decided to add a Asst
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itent on matters that pertain ASSl
only to students, but to both Grap

ulty and university staff. This Asst.
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jngress must c<
3rayers are with Bill Clinton iMnaaHiHi

lie is sworn in Wednesday as
st president of the United Jr^k
is not directly related to the I f

ous budget deficit, the interlalproblems in Bosnia,
ia and elsewhere, nor does it
n the national epidemics of
pollution and poor health

K1 . G O R D
tead, m^ problem is with .

ess and its 535 voices, spout- M A I n
f 535 different ideas on any L...
/ou can think of.
iderstand those voices represent many dif- s

districts with hundreds of competing L
its, but this is a time to put the nation first ii
a region, state or county,
recent fellowship in Washington provided d
th invaluable insight on the methods and i
les, both positive and negative, which v

ate on Capitol Hill. s

institution of Congress is inherently slow
any reasons, including the tremendous c
trahzation oi power through committees f
ib-committees and the increase in support e
or both congressional members and com- f

,S. needs comn
ember 3 was more tlian just
inary day this past year. r
as a day of change, redirect- ^
:us and, most importantly, Jp
isibility. It was a day the ^
can voters took the bull by
ms and demanded that problikethe deficit, civil rights,
rights and a sagging econofixed.

1 there at a podium in Little y qArk. stood the symbol for
lange. The small-town politi- W A I
:nown as "Bill" preached to
w courageous we were to
such power in his hands. 1
the real question is: Are we ready to c

;? i

see a cliff in front of us, but we are too c
to see what's over that cliff. We haven't i

he other side for the past 12 years. And
ve still don't want to. J

) days before a new administration takes t
and a new Congress begins work with c

dministration, there are too many minor i

:ms blocking the road to fix the major
ms in this country. i

worry about what kind of school Chelsea t
in will attend rather than what kind of >

she'll have. (
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The slowness of Congress is not
k necessarily the fault of the memmhers or of anybody else in particular,but blatant greediness for powerand survival do come into play

with some decisions made "up on
the hill."
A good example of this decentralizationand lack of unity within

q |yj Congress was a particular provisionof last fall's energy bill that I
L t l\ worked with.

Offshore drilling has been an

important issue to many coastal
tates, especially since the 1970s. States such as

.ouisiana rely heavily on the oil production
ndustry.
This issue became a center of controversy

luring negotiations over the energy bill, where
t pitted environmental advocates and states
vithout drilling against business supporters and
tatcs which depend on oil.
The majority and the minority in the House

>f Representatives could not decide on a comiromisestance on offshore drilling, even after
ixtensive meetings between members of the
Merchant Marine Committee and congressional

nitment to pres
mmmmmmm David Letterman receives front

page attention for his multi-million
dollar salary, while racism plagues
the front offices of baseball and is
covered on the back pages of the
sports section,
f And to top it all off, we are just
now focusing on the problems of a

# deficit we have rung up through 12
years of heavy borrowing. Had it

£ not been for the Ross Perots of
America, last year's election would

T S have been 1988 all over again.
If you are reading this, President

Clinton, take this advice: Don't
ose the courage you had in the campaign. Focus
>n the social and economic problems of this
lation. Keep your people devoted to putting the
:ountry back on track. Show this world you are
lot an indecisive and waffling leader.
Stay committed to overturning the ban on

zays and lesbians in the military. Don't waste
ime by stalling and consulting with top military
ldvisers when they are the same ones who have
natured in a military without gays or lesbians.
Keep our direction turned to cutting the

leficit by half in four years. Don't lay blame or
he Bush administration and argue aboui
vhether it would be better to stimulate the economyor cut the deficit.
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omplish change
members representing the affected states.

That was not the only problem either. The
Senate had its own version of the offshore
drilling provision, and it did not correspond
with the House's.

Neither side budged within the House, so the
provision was dropped entirely.

I was dismayed to see all those efforts by
numerous staffers and members wasted because
of the stubbornness and sometimes selfishness
of a select few who have their own personal
agendas.

Yes, there is such a thing as states' rights,
and local districts need to be tended to, but the
new president will ask these legislators to make
some hard decisions and to look beyond their
states.
The country is a mess, and nothing, not the

congressional bureaucracy or short-term politicalgains, should jeopardize this nation's
progress.

So I ask Sens. Thurmond and Hollings, and
South Carolina's six House members to work
with the new president in getting something
done.

Congress might be a slow institution, but,
with cooperation and compromise, anything can
be accomplished, and that's exactly what the
American people expect.

jident's ideals
You must keep your promise for a middleclasstax cut. The middle class has been

squeezed too much; they need a break, even if it
is less than $200 per person.
You promised this to us. Now, you ve noticed

we're not too hip on taking responsibility for
our actions. We've begged for a leader with
courage and conviction. Don't change just
because we're afraid.
Show us it's okay to be afraid, but also show

us that things will work out as long as we stay
focused.
And to the American voters, don't be too

afraid to be responsible. It was our irresponsibilitythat got us into this mess. It's the end of the
innocence, and we must take responsibility to
fix our problems.
Our generation will be the first to mature in

an environment that is as uncertain about the
future since the Great Depression. Things will
get worse before they get better. In order to sur:vive, we must realize that we must be tough

r enough to get through the difficulties.
We must keep the sense of responsibility we

had on Election Day, everyday.
We must be committed to fixing our probilems. If we don't fix the country and our probtlems, who will?
They won't just go away. After all, they

didn't disappear after 12 years.
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